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Investigation of the effect of longitudinal grading of material on vibrations of axially
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ABSTRACT: For the first time, vibrations of the axially graded Rayleigh moving beams are studied. It is
supposed that the material characteristics of the system change linearly or exponentially in a longitudinal
direction continuously. By using the Galerkin method and eigenvalue problem, the natural frequencies
and divergence of the system are computed numerically. Also, the analytical relations are extracted for
the critical velocity of the system. Essential contours of velocity and stability maps are investigated
for different distributions of material. As indicated, exponential and linear changes lead to more stable
operation in the variable state of density and elastic modulus, respectively. Also, the results showed that
increasing the elastic modulus gradient parameter or decreasing the density gradient parameter results
in an increase in the natural frequency of the system and a development in stability. Hence, alteration
in the density and elastic modulus gradient parameters has a different role in the dynamic behavior
of the system. The results of this study can be useful for designing and optimizing high-speed nonhomogeneous axial movable structures.
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1. INTRODUCTION
with the equations in the literature. In the following, the
Axial moving beams are widely used in various engineering
reduced-order equation is obtained by the Galerkin method,
industries. Therefore, numerous researchers have addressed
and the eigenvalue problem is applied. Then, instability zones
the dynamic modeling and vibrational characteristics of
are identified for the axial moving axial beam [6, 7].
these structures and have discussed the dynamic behavior
of these structures from multiple aspects [1, 2]. In all of the
2. METHODOLOGY
available articles, the materials used in the structures were
It is assumed that the beam or boundary conditions of
homogeneous. In recent years, engineers have improved
simple supports at a constant axial velocity V move in the
the mechanical behavior of moving dynamics systems by
longitudinal direction and are under P axial pressure. The
enhancing material properties. To avoid possible structural
length, cross-sectional area, and moment of inertia of the
limitations, the researchers introduced functionally graded
beam are indicated by L, A, and I, respectively. The kinetic
materials, made from one surface to another by continuous
energies and potential of the system are expressed in Eqs.
and soft changes of two or more constituents [3-5].
(1-2) [8-13]:
According to the authors’ knowledge, in all studies
1 L
2
on axially graded beams, it has been assumed that the
=
T
ρ( x ) A V 2 + ( w + Vw′ ) dx
configuration of the system materials changes along with the
2 ∫0
(1)
thickness while studying the dynamic behavior of the graded
1 L
2
+ ∫ ρ ( x)I ( w ′ + Vw′′ ) dx
beams despite the importance of grading the material properties
2 0

in the axial direction. In this regard, the dynamical analysis
and stability improvement of two-axis Rayleigh moving
1 L
2
beams have been studied comprehensively, numerically, =
and
U
P ( w′ ) + E( x ) I ( w′′) 2 dx
(2)
∫
0
2

analytically by applying axial graded materials. The effect
of several vital parameters, such as axial grading, rotational
where w (x, t) is the transverse beam. According to
inertia, and beam velocity on the dynamical properties of
Hamilton’s principle, it can be written:
the axial propulsion systems are explained. The features of
t2
the materials change in longitudinal direction based on two
δ ∫ (T − U )dt =
0
(3)
t1
linear and exponential profiles. The dynamical equation of

the system is derived based on Hamilton’s law and compared
1.

2.

(

(
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)

)

By placing Eqs. (1-2) into Eq. (3), we will have:
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(3)

t2

  (T − U )dt =
0
t1
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(3), we will have:
2
2
2  ) +   A (Vw + V w2 )
ρ( x ) AA((ww
′ +VV w
++22Vw
Vw +
w′′ ) + (ρx )(′x ) A (Vw + V w′ )
( x)
+′ Vw) ′′
−−ρ( x ) II( ww
′′++Vw
+ Vw
Vw′′′) −−ρ(x )′I (Iww

( x)

(

)

( x)

(

(4)

)

− ( x ) IV ( w′′′+ Vw′′′′) − 2 (x )′IV ( w −′′Vw ) ′′′
− ρ( x ) IV ( w + Vw ) − 2 ρ( x ) IV ( w − Vw )
− (x ) IV ( w − Vw ) − Pw + E( x ) Iw
− ρ(′′x ) IV ( w ′ − Vw′′ ) − Pw′′ + E( x ) Iw′′′′
0
+2 E(x ) Iw + E(x ) Iw =
+2 E(′x ) Iw′′′ + E(′′x ) Iw′′ =
0

(4)

The discretization of the system equation, the
The discretization
of theissystem
equation,
theEq.
transverse
transverse
beam displacement
given by
Equation
beam
displacement
is
given
by
Eq.
(5):
(5):



nn

η((ξ,,τ)) ==

∑ϕr r((ξ) )qqr (r(τ) )
j =11
j=

(5)



(5)

where
is the
generalized
dimensional
coordinate,
n is
where
qr q
isr the
generalized
dimensional
coordinate,
n
the
number
of
essential
functions,
φ
is
the
acceptable
mode
is the number of essential functions, φr ris the acceptable
for the
displacement
of the
system.
mode
fortransverse
the transverse
displacement
of the
system.
Mq(τ)+Cq(τ)+Kq(τ)=0 

(6)

Fig .1. Dimensionless
displacement
response
of moving axially f
Fig .1. Dimensionless
displacement
response
of moving
axially functionally graded beam for kf=0.5, β=0, αE=2

(6)

where
is generalized
the generalized
coordinate
where
q isq the
coordinate
vector,vector,
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